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Abstract
Background and Objective：This paper aims to overview multidimensional mining algorithms in relation to
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) radiogenomics for computer aided detection and diagnosis of breast
tumours. The work also aims to address a new problem in radiogenomics mining: how to combine structural
radiomics information with non-structural genomics information for improving the accuracy and efficacy of
Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy (NAC).
Methods：This requires the automated extraction of parameters from non-structural breast radiomics data,
and finding feature vectors with diagnostic value, which then are combined with genomics data. In order to
address the problem of weakly labelled tumour images, a Generative Adiversarial Networks (GAN) based deep
learning strategy is proposed for the classification of tumour types; this has significant potential for providing
accurate real-time identification of tumorous regions from MRI scans. In order to efficiently integrate in a deep
learning framework different features from radiogenomics datasets at multiple spatio-temporal resolutions,
pyramid structured and multi-scale densely connected U-Nets are proposed. A bidirectional gated recurrent
unit (BiGRU) combined with an attention based deep learning approach is also proposed.
Results: The aim is to accurately predict NAC responses by combining imaging and genomic datasets. The
approaches discussed incorporate some of the latest developments in of current signal processing and artificial
intelligence and have significant potential in advancing and provide a development platform for future cuttingedge biomedical radiogenomics analysis.
Conclusions: The association of genotypic and phenotypic features is at the core of the emergent field of
Precision Medicine. It makes use of advances in biomedical big data analysis, which enables the correlation
between disease-associated phenotypic characteristics, genetics polymorphism and gene activation to be
revealed.
Keywords: precision medicine; Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy (NCT) ; data mining; radiogenomics; Support
Vector Machine; Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI); multi-channel
reconstruction; self-supervised & semi-supervised deep learning; breast cancer; Computer Aided Classification;
BI-RADS; breast density

I. Introduction
Incidences of breast cancer have increased dramatically in the past 30 years, and the peak
incidence has gradually shifted from the 40-44 age group in the past 20 years to the 50-54 age
group in the last decade. The peak age of onset and the median age of diagnosis have been both
increasing over time, suggesting that the incidence rate is increasing with age [1]. In a study on
the current status of breast cancer in developing countries, it is found that in order to better cope
with the increased incidences of breast cancer, focus must be placed first in addressing the
pending problem of late breast cancer diagnosis. Early detection is by far the best option in
addressing current short-falls in national healthcare systems and reducing the current high
mortality rates.
Due to the difficulty of accurately identifying the types of cancer associated with various
heterogeneous lesions in X-ray images, there are still several limitations in the determination of
the correct treatment plan by consultants. Patients often also need to undergo through several
biopsies and the process of determining the nature of the disease can be a cause of distress,
anxiety and physical pain for the patient. In addition, breast cancer is prone to metastasis and
recurrence, requiring a stream of diagnoses during the lifetime of a patient.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is one of the important and reasonably well established
treatments for breast cancer. Current research on predicting the efficacy of NAC mainly focuses
on detecting the relationship between gene expression of tumor tissue and NAC efficacy. The
accurate diagnosis and molecular analysis of breast cancer type via MRIs can significantly
improve the accuracy of NAC evaluation.
Breast MRI radiogenomics is rapidly becoming a powerful new tool for precision medicine. It
can be key to the establishment of clinical treatment plans and prognosis, which can effectively
improve the 5-year survival rate of patients and reduce the mortality rate. Specific biomarkers
and molecular subtyping can improve treatment efficacy and improve prognosis of NAC for
breast cancer, enabling the development of new strategies for personalized medicine. The first
article on radiomics/radiogenomics in breast cancer was published in 2012 [2], and since that
time there has been a significant number of publications in the subject. The growing literature on
radiogenomics in breast cancer relies almost exclusively on MR imaging [3], in particular on
DCE-MR images and the correlation of its features with individual genomic signatures,
molecular subtypes, or recurrence scores.
Rapid developments of several sub-fields in medical profession and advances in artificial
intelligence with advances in radiogenomics is set to become an important modality in disease
management and control, and could play a pivotal role in disease screening, early diagnosis,
treatment selection, and prognostic evaluation. After years of development in radiogenomics,
there is an ever increasing number of useful databases to consult. Extracting useful structured
information from genomics datasets and integrating this to unstructured image information for
NAC efficacy prediction has become the biggest challenge in this field.

Therefore, there is significant impetus to develop novel solutions that can comprehensively
utilize breast tissue radiogenomics data. At present, there are many emergent commercial
solutions for breast cancer screening, such as Tencent Miying, Google AI, IBM Watson Health,
etc., but most of them are for imaging or genomics data, and there is no comprehensive analysis
of MRI radiogenomics that can provide intelligent solutions for breast cancer diagnosis,
considering molecular subtyping for efficacy prediction of NAC with different data structures.
Although dynamically enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) of breast tissue is
characterized by its high sensitivity, the specificity of the detection is very low. Tissue
heterogeneity results in a high nonlinearity in the value of adjacent pixels in the captured images;
furthermore, the extracted statistical image variables may be highly correlated, rendering the
subsequent segmentation and classification tasks more difficult to perform. Because the level of
expression of genes in cells varies, morphological differences across the same tissue may also be
observed, this is particularly in the case of tumorous cells. Previous studies have shown that
changes in gene expression are always accompanied by changes in the occurrence and
development of tumors, and the changes in the expression of different genes are uneven.
Ordinarily, MRI radiogenomics research is conducted under the premise that the benefits from
fully exploring datasets with differences between individuals have been considered. The key
issues that are addressed include how to use differentially expressed gene datasets by combining
their radiomics attributes, how to find effective targets that can more consistently reflect the
characteristics of cancer-related tumors and how to accurately predict the efficacy of neoadjuvant
chemotherapy in breast cancer patients. Existing radiogenomics analysis methods need to evolve
further in order to make full use of the extractable features in these datasets.
The more important question to be addressed is how to fully explore the heterogeneous spatial,
temporal, and semantic associative representations in these MRI datasets using multidimensional and multi-scale analysis, and how to establish a system that can integrate
individualized gene expression differences, while taking into consideration the knowledge that is
available from an experienced consultant’s cognitive reasoning. Such end-to-end interactive
analysis of unstructured image data and structured gene information with hierarchical
spatiotemporal representations may actually be achieved by combining geometric algebra
transformations and an attention network which enables the fusion of multi-dimensional
heterogeneous information into a single classifier framework. This is a novel approach that has
significant potential to effectively improve breast tumor diagnosis and provide accurate
prediction of NAC efficacy. As part of the above framework, this paper also proposes a new
feature representation model for high-dimensional medical imaging based on radiogenomics,
which has potential to provide more accurate diagnosis and treatment of breast cancers, to
effectively reduce unnecessary biopsies, and to further improve the survival rate and quality of
life of cancer patients.

II. Methods
A. Multi-modes of breast MRIs
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) makes use of the spin of hydrogen nuclei in the blood which
upon excitation return to equilibrium through a relaxation process. Relaxation times are different
for different types of tissue or tissues that are tumorous or composed of different types of
tumours. The difference in relaxation times is used to form MR images. Compared with other
clinical imaging modalities for breast tissue image diagnostics, MRI is characterized by its
excellent soft tissue resolution and no radiation damage is associated with X-ray screening [4].
Over the past several years, MRI imaging has benefitted from improvements such as the
development of a dedicated breast imaging coil, the introduction of magnetic resonance contrast
agents and the development of rapid image acquisition protocols using Dynamic Contrast
Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) which is now a well established clinical
option. Obtaining image sequences at multiple time points before and after the injection of
contrast agent not only improves the spatial and temporal resolution of breast tissue MRI, but
also combines morphological information with hemodynamics. The intensity of the MRI signal
that changes with time reflects the dynamic enhancement characteristics of the tissue of interest,
evaluates the degree of blood flow in the tissue, and reflects the changes in the physiological
properties of diseased tissue, so that the diagnostic accuracy of benign and malignant lesions is
greatly improved. In the diagnosis and treatment of tumors, relative differences in micro-vessels
and micro-circulation between malignant and non-malignant tumor tissues can be used to
evaluate disease progression in soft tumor tissue and lymph nodes. The most urgent task is to
develop new automated tools to fully use the information extracted by DCE-MRIs to reliably
identify a tumor region, analyze its morphological features so as to perform reliable diagnosis
and subsequently use such information to prevent the further development of breast disease [5].
Radiogenomics builds models by extracting a large amount of quantitative data from the
segmented images, and establishing the association between image features, pathophysiology,
and gene expression. In the past couple of years, a large number of studies on radiomics and the
efficacy of NAC have shown that radiomics can improve the accuracy and predictive
performance of uni-modal or multi-modal imaging. MRI radiomics is the most widely used
technique, and the commonly adopted MRI sequences are T2WI, DWI, and DCE-MRI.
Compared with the single-sequence model, the multi-sequence MRI model combined with T2WI,
DWI and DCE-MRI scan sequences before treatment has shown a higher predictive pathological
complete response (pCR) ability that was also associated with a long-time survival benefit [6]. In
addition, area under the curve (AUC) of radiomics models could reach a score as high as 0.92,
with good performance in differentiating malignant lesions from benign ones [7]. According to
[8], the predictive ability of this model for three different pathological subtypes, such as hormone
receptor positive/HER2 negative, HER2 overexpression, and triple-negative breast cancer has
been shown to have good performance in the cohort of the three MRI image sequences.
B. Molecular Subtype Recognition of Breast Cancer in DCE-MRI radiomics

In recent years, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems are being developed, to assist
radiologists to better detect and identify breast tissue lesions and to automatically classify them
as benign or malignant [9]. The development of radiomics as a separately recognisable subdiscipline is an important basis for the further development of such CAD systems. Radiomics
may extract image features that are invisible to the human eye, and thus escape the physician’s
attention. Furthermore, certain features are characteristic to specific tumour subtypes or related
to particular gene expression changes.
Precise information regarding tumor extent, lymph node status, and multi-focality, is of great
importance in breast cancer treatment and prognosis, as well as recurrence prediction [10].
Several clinicians now are more and more accepting that a computer-aided diagnosis system
combined with radiomics methods can greatly increase the accuracy and specificity of breast
cancer diagnosis, help prevent and reduce excessive mammogram screening caused by false
positives, improve the decision-making process about molecularly targeted agents based on
genetic mutations, and even capture prognostic information on intra-tumoral heterogeneity in a
non-invasive, low-cost, and rapid manner [11].
Compared with traditional breast DCE-MRI and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), the texture
analysis based on DCE or DWI image improves breast diagnostic performance of lesions. For
example, based on texture analysis, D'Amico et al. [12] constructed a classification system for
the differentiation between benign and malignant lesions of breast tissue with the sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of 100% , 90% and 94% respectively; furthermore, Fusco et al. [13]
found that by combining the morphological features of breast lesions with the enhanced scanning
dynamics information of the lesion, the accuracy of the differential diagnosis between benign
and malignant breast lesions is could reach 91.7%, the sensitivity could reach 92.3%, and the
specificity could reach 90.9% respectively.
Sutton et al. [14] combined clinical pathological characteristics of the patient with extracted
radiomics characteristics and developed a prediction model using machine learning that allows
the classification accuracy of each subtype to reach 89.2% for (ERPR+), 63.6% for (ERPR/HER2+) and 82.5% for (TN). Their approach achieved an overall prediction model accuracy of
71.2% at distinguishing between different IDC subtypes.
Nowadays, it is becoming more widely accepted that breast MR imaging radiogenomics can
better assess the correlations between imaging features and breast cancer molecular subtypes of
luminal A, luminal B, HER2, and TN cancer [15-17]. The studies discussed in [16,18-19]
demonstrate how functional parameters, when assessed after taking into consideration different
molecular subtypes, can significantly contribute to our understanding of tumor patho-physiology
thus highlighting the significant potential of radiogenomics in improving breast cancer diagnosis
and treatment. In another study also supporting the above view, Fan et al. [20] discussed the
relationship between radiomics features based on DCE-MRIs and molecular subtyping of breast
cancer, and found that the entropy value associated with the image texture features in DCE-MRI,
can be linked to the molecular classification of breast cancer; this was based on the fact that the
overall classification performance is high (achieving an AUC value of 0.869), suggesting that
computer-extracted high-throughput features have a good prospect in distinguishing between

molecular subtypes. The results of the above studies are very encouraging and are heralding a
new era of precision medicine for personalized healthcare.
Receptor status and molecular subtype characteristics can further improve the prediction ability,
regardless of the selected classifier. However, due to limited spatial resolution, invasive lobular
carcinoma and ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is likely to cause a lower intake. The lesion is
underestimated, and because of its high radiation dose, it is expensive and difficult to use for
routine inspection method to evaluate the efficacy of NAC.
C. Genomics research
Recent advances in genomics research include structural genomics targeted at whole genome
sequencing and functional genomics focusing on gene expression and functional identification
[21]. The genomic information stored in the DNA is transcribed into RNA and then translated
into proteins. Transcriptomics and proteomics are used to perform the mapping between
information stored in the genome and expressed in the proteome.
Genomics has significantly benefitted in the past several years from advances in nextgeneration sequencing technology and more recently through the use of bioinformatics.
Semiconductor manufacturers such as Intel have designed BIGstack solutions for the
automated processing of genomic data, using advances in Intel CPU designs, and is providing
NVMe solutions, and more advanced RSD designs. The improvements in large-scale data
processing capabilities and the potential scalability of these hardware solutions are expected to
provide new opportunities for developing personalized treatments based on genomic data while
at the same time reducing cost.
Currently, genomics research focuses on predicting the efficacy of NAC by detecting the
correlation between tumor tissue gene expression and NAC efficacy. By detecting the gene
expression of needle puncture tissue samples in patients before NAC, the expression of
multiple genes including ER, PgR, pS2, HER2 / neu, BRCA-1, Bcl-2, P53, P21, Ki-67, and
TopoⅡ, can be correlated to the efficacy of NAC [22-28]. Two companies, Oncotype DX and
Mamma Print have constructed a multi-gene expression profile for predicting the efficacy of
NAC. These companies have already obtained FDA certification and their protocols are
currently being evaluated in clinical trial studies [29]. However, current genomics methods
may lack accuracy, therefore effects from NAC treatment are still largely under determined.
Moreover, multi-gene expression profiling is only based on relatively small sample sizes and is
till at its infancy as the interrelations between gene expression and protein form and function
are multi-parametric. Furthermore, due to differences in ethnic groups, the population gene
expression profiles often vary widely, and there are still relatively few studies that would
enable meaningful statistically significant conclusions to be drawn when addressing questions
associated with the proliferation of a particular cancerous tissue molecular sub-type.
In addition to the above, a further problem encountered in clinical practice is that due to the
poor specificity and low sensitivity of serum tumor markers and molecular biomarkers,
diagnosis can be compromised. As a result, tumor cells in the peripheral blood of patients with

early breast cancer cannot be adequately screened on time. Although, exosomes extracted by
liquid biopsy are rapidly becoming more widely used in early detection and screening, the
method has not been yet routinely adopted to study tumor dynamics or the risk of recurrence,
though there is significant potential in such approach as it offers advantages in terms of its lowcost and non-invasiveness.
Liquid biopsies rely on screening the peripheral blood by collecting circulating tumor cells
(CTCs), and/or circulating tumor DNA and RNA (ctDNA/RNA) [30]. Exosomes are secreted
by all living cells and contain the genetic information of their cells of origin. Once released,
their content provide a snapshot of the information of their parent cells, furthermore, they
remain sufficiently stable for a sufficiently long time so their content can be sampled as they
move within the circulatory system. It is now well accepted that exosomes and their contents
play key roles in the development of breast cancer, including promoting tumorigenesis,
metastasis, angiogenesis, immune escape, and treatment resistance [31]. This unique property
makes exosomes the most significant new type of marker for early diagnosis, prognosis
monitoring, and treatment of breast cancer. Wang et al. reviewed their roles and discussed their
potential use in clinical applications for breast cancer screening [31].
D. Combining genomics and radiomics for the prediction of NAC efficacy
The goal of radiomics is to integrate information from medical images, with high-fidelity
transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics high-throughput data. Data mining techniques is
used to extract features from the imaging process and pheonotypic, which is correlated to
extracted genotypic information and protein characteristics, in order to build descriptive models
of predictive value.
Baumann et al. 2003 [32] introduced a radiomics protocol named GEENEPI (genetic pathways
for the European Society of Radiotherapy and Oncology) to predict the efficacy of radiation
treatment of tumours. Radiogenomics has the potential to explore the sensitivity associated with
peritumoral normal tissue as opposed to tumour tissue when these are irradiated through a
treatment protocol.
Radiogenomics inherits the advantages of non-invasive, real-time and reproducible imaging,
using computer tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and other medical imaging modalities to obtain global information about disease
proliferation in several spatio-temporal scales and levels of resolution [8]. At the same time, it
also inherits the advantages of genomics that incorporate high throughput analysis at the
molecular level. Its major advantage over gene on a chip type analysis is that the latter only
reflects the gene expression level at the sampling site at a certain point in time (that is, during
biopsy/resection of the tumor). Furthermore, radiogenomics reflects gene expression level
associated with the entire tumor tissue with further localization identified through the tumorous
tissue imaging process.
Chemotherapy is one of the most well established modalities for treating advanced breast cancer.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is a safe and effective approach in the treatment of locally

advanced and inoperable breast cancer that may be administered before surgery [33]. Its main
goal is to decrease tumor size [34]. By decreasing tumor size, NAC may enable patients, who
would otherwise undergo mastectomy, to be treated with breast-conserving therapies.
Unfortunately, not all breast cancer patients are suitable for NAC treatment, and under normal
circumstances, pathologic complete remission (pCR) that is achieved following NAC appears to
vary widely according to tissue molecular subtypes [35] and can show significant variation
among patients [33]. A significant proportion of patients are insensitive to NAC, and some
experience tumor progression even during NAC treatment. Therefore, it is extremely important
for clinicians to be able to make an early decision whether or not a tumor responds to NAC.
III. Results
A. Progress on analytical methods of radiogenomics
1. Progress on analytical methods for genomic datasets
Genomics data analysis allows understanding the key factors that affect disease proliferation at
the molecular level by linking them to specific metabolic pathways, and thus providing
additional understanding of the mechanism of disease progression, so that alternative treatment
protocols may be considered. Gene expression profiling aims at obtaining a list of significant
gene expression changes between pathological or healthy tissue through differential gene
expression analysis. The obtained gene list can be used as a genomic data feature vector alone
for subsequent fusion analysis, or the gene list can be analyzed after further analysis of the
resulting proteome and its effect on the metabolome. To analyze the pathways of differential
gene expression, Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis [36] or Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis methods [37] can be used to obtain network
information of these genes such as their interference to biochemical reactions and physiological
functions. Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) is an algorithm for
mining module (mode) information from high-throughput data, which can mine gene
expression profile data with the same or similar expression trends of gene modules and is
currently showing significant potential in bridging the gap between our understanding of
genome-metabolome interrelationships [38].
As a data-driven science, genomics largely utilizes machine learning to capture dependencies in
data and derive novel biological hypotheses [39]. Machine learning methods can usefully be
segregated into two primary categories: supervised versus unsupervised methods [40]. A
supervised learning algorithm for gene finding requires an input as a training set of labeled DNA
sequences, where the labels specify the locations of the start and end of the gene (TSS and TTS)
as well as all of the splice sites in between. Then this training data is used to identify general
motifs in gene expression, such as what DNA sequence pattern typically occurs near a donor or
acceptor splice site. The goal of such a classification model is to identify novel genes that
resemble the genes in the training set according to the identified motifs [40].
Support vector machine (SVM) when used in its simplest form as a supervised machine learning
method is a powerful classification tool for cancer genomic classification or subtyping. The
resultant classification may be correlated with disease outcome prognosis, drug efficacy
prediction, and may be used to elucidate tumorigenesis drivers, or other tumor-specific biological

processes. Placing SVM in a wider Artificial Intelligence context can lead to identification of
new patterns associated with disease assessment and rate of proliferation [41].
Unsupervised learning, such as clustering and principal component analysis, uses machine
learning algorithms to analyze and cluster unlabeled datasets, the goal of which is to learn
inherent patterns within the data themselves. An unsupervised machine learning method was
suggested by Lopez et al. [42] where clusters of patients based on their genomic similarity were
identified, the study also accounted for family-wise-error rate, as a result of identifying clusters
from the underlying structure of the data and not just due to random mutation. Their approach
takes advantage of the high degree of linkage disequilibrium between Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNP) by pruning correlated nearby SNPs, thus helping reduce redundant
variants in the dataset. A gene pathway analysis for the potential relationships between the
clusters can therefore be developed as illustrated in Figure 1.
Large neural networks are a class of machine learning algorithms that can simultaneously make
predictions, and perform dimensionality reduction. Compared to traditional machine learning
algorithms used in genomics, deep learning using neural networks has a larger model learning
capacity and higher flexibility than traditional machine learning algorithms. A classical deep
learning algorithm may have millions of parameters to be trained. The flexibility of deep
learning allows it to automatically learn features and patterns through proper cluster training
without manual segmentation and labeling. At the same time, the flexibility of these algorithms
leads to a lack of interpretability of the resultant models. Consequently, deep learning needs to
be applied with caution when it is used for automatic diagnosis of disease proliferation.
As with all other machine learning methods, successful application of deep learning also requires
domain knowledge. Selection of the most appropriate deep learning methodology for biological
sequence analysis, is not straightforward, as the adopted method may directly bias the results. In
deep learning, domain knowledge is built into the design of the network architecture. Such
information can then be used to figure-out which layers can be adaptive. Choices on network
architecture are also important as they determine the degree of learning of the network. Adaptive
methods may also be used to determine the generalization ability of the network.

Figure 1 Deep learning workflow in genomics. a) A dataset should be randomly split into training, validation
and test sets. The positive and negative examples should be balanced for potential confounders (for example,
sequence content and location) so that the predictor learns salient features rather than confounders. b) The
appropriate architecture is selected and trained on the basis of domain knowledge. For example, CNNs capture
translation invariance, and RNNs capture more flexible spatial interactions. c) True positive (TP), false
positive (FP), false negative (FN) and true negative (TN) rates are evaluated. When there are more negative
than positive examples, precision and recall are often considered. d) The learned model is interpreted by
computing how changing each nucleotide in the input affects the prediction. The four steps of this workflow
are discussed in further detail in [42].

2 Progress on analytical methods of medical image data
Realizing precision medicine requires precise genotypic and phenotypic identification. Highthroughput genomic data provides accurate genotypes, whereas medical imaging data is an
important source of accurate phenotypic expression. Analyzing images therefore could also lead
to better understanding of disease-related phenotypic expression to further refine current
understanding of new image features that can be extracted for disease diagnosis [40].
2.1 Traditional computer vision for tumour segmentation via MR image
Segmenting images into regions of interest such as tumors, normal tissues and other anatomical
structures is the most critical part in medical image analysis. Many tumors have unclear
boundaries, therefore, it is necessary to develop automated medical image segmentation
algorithms. Commonly used segmentation algorithms include a region growth method, a level set
method [43], an image cluster/reconstruction method [44], mophological algorithms, active
contour (snake) algorithms and semi-automatic segmentation methods (live-wires), etc. [45].
Considering these single segmentation methods have their own limitations, so generally, two or
more traditional methods are often combined to complement each other for a better segmentation
result. For example, one can employ an interactive segmentation based on the active contour
without edges algorithm using parallel programming routines with graphics processing units, as
such a method is numerically intensive [46]. Meanwhile, such a method can be designed or used
based on Fuzzy C-Mean Clustering and Fuzzy SVM Algorithm [47], or a semi-supervised

method based on texture features and mean intensity levels, combined with advanced clustering
techniques [48]. Some of these traditional methods generally require morphological operations
such as erosion and expansion, for post-processing to obtain a relatively smooth tumor border.
2.2 Deep learning based tumour segmentation techniques
Modern image segmentation techniques can be enhanced by deep learning algorithms. Examples
of deep learning methods include the tumour detection methods based on multi-layer neural
networks and active contour models [49], as well as breast tumour segmentation via MRI based
on deep neural networks and random forest algorithms [50]. Several deep learning-based
computer-aided detection (CAD) systems have been developed for tumor detection and
segmentation. Since the first object detection systems using convolution neural networks (CNNs)
were proposed in 1995, breast tumor segmentation using deep learning has been applied in many
medical imaging applications [51-54]. The authors in [53] used a segmentation approach based
on the U-Net architecture. The proposed technique has been validated on a dataset of 66 breast
T1-MR breast images. By combining SegNet and U-Net, Zhu et al. created two CNN
architectures for the detection and segmentation of 131 breast DCE–MRI images, an advantage
of these segmentation routines was that they could even be used with relatively small datasets
[54].
A combination of tumor detection and segmentation tasks has been explored by Jiao et al. [55]
by designing two deep learning frameworks that operate simultaneously. Deep convolutional
neural networks (DCNN) were employed for breast segmentation and a faster region growth with
convolutional neural network was used for mass detection on segmented breast tissue images.
The model was validated on a relatively large dataset of DCE-MRIs from 75 patients. The
average sensitivity for mass detection achieved was 0.874 with 3.4 false positives per case.
However, this deep learning model required a lot of additional support by the user as it operated
via marked tumour images, the quality of which relied heavily on data annotation done manually
or semi-automatically. As the slight differences between breast cancer tumor areas and
background, the small breast tumor areas were too difficult to identify for direct segmentation.
Redmon et al. [56] put forward a new idea for breast tumour detection and segmentation.
Because breast tumor data is not very complex for a single detection task, they used You-OnlyLook-Once v2 (YOLOv2) software which is known for its good fit and speed, to perform rough
inspections in order to locate tumors in a full mammogram. A drawback of the method is that
because the breast tissue dataset set can be small, it is not realistic to perform fine segmentation
based on the detection frame area. Therefore, it is necessary to select a larger block of interest
according to the center of the detection frame and send it to a Full resolution Convolutional
Network (FrCN) for segmenting the located tumor region. The above study is an example of
using CNN networks for diagnosis, and the technique may be adopted or classifying segmented
ROI as either benign or malignant.
Of relevance to the above studies, Al-antari et al. [57] proposed a CAD system consisting of
three deep learning stages, involving YOLO for detecting, FrCN for segmenting and a deep
convolutional neural network (DCNN) for classifying the tumors in mammographic images.
YOLO detection produces a mass detection accuracy of 98.96%, the mass segmentation results

via FrCN produced an overall accuracy of 92.97%, whereas classification using CNN achieved
an overall accuracy of 95.64%, respectively.

2.3 Transfer learning for medical image analysis
The main potential of CNN lies in its ability to extract a series of distinguishable features in
multiple layers of abstraction. As mentioned earlier, the deep CNN model is a supervised
learning model, and training CNN from scratch is a significant challenge that may be partitioned
into the following three aspects. Firstly, since the recent trend in CNN algorithms are
optimization for a greater level of abstraction, CNNs require an ever larger number of labeled
training sample data. This can be impractical as medical expert labeling is very expensive, and in
some cases (such as tumor data classified by type and tissue characteristics) are rare.
Secondly, CNN requires significant computational resources capable of efficiently handling
training, and testing to optimize the deep learning models. Thirdly, training deep CNN of
biomedical images is becoming more complicated as the number of features is increased and is
riddled by overfitting and convergence problems. It is often the case that one needs to adjust the
framework or network learning hyper-parameters with internal dependencies, such as the
learning rate, kernel sizes of convolutional filters, the number of layers etc. This practice makes
them particularly expensive for tuning [58]. To address this challenge, transfer learning methods
may be adopted; these can make use of natural mapped images or complementary data sets from
different medical fields for pre-training in a supervised manner a CNN network.
There are two typical strategies that may be used for transfer learning: The first one is to use a
pre-trained network as a feature extractor. The work discussed in [59] found that although there
is a very big difference between medical images and natural images in terms of imaging
principles and image appearance, a CNN model trained with ImageNet can still be used in
medical image recognition applications. For instance, in [60], the fully connected layers of a pretrained CNN were replaced with a new logistic layer, and then the labeled data were used to train
only the appended layer, while keeping the rest of the network the same. This treatment achieves
a feature generator that together with manually identified features enables improved chest
pathology identification [60] and yields promising results for the classification of unregistered
multi-view mammograms [61].
As a radiomics approach in DCE–MR images, Bhooshan et al. [62] combined computerextracted MR imaging kinetic and morphologic features, to classify a dataset containing 32
benign, 71 DCIS, and 150 IDC cases, with an AUC value of 0.83 regarding the classification
performance. Finally, deep learning was tried in [54, 63], with the purpose of predicting invasive
cancer after DCIS diagnosis. They used a transfer learning approach, in which a pre-trained
GoogleNet was used to calculate features in 131 MRI images, then training a support vector
machine (SVM) with an AUC value of 0.70.
The second strategy is to use the target medical data to fine-tune the pre-trained network. The
pre-trained CNN is used as the initial value of the supervised learning network, and the taskrelated labeled data set with limited size is used for fine-tuning the network parameters with

supervision, adjusting several or all layers in the network [64-65]. Vianna [66] studied how to
utilize transfer learning to build an X-ray image classification system, and found that a finetuned transfer learning system with data augmentation effectively enables to alleviate overfitting
problems, so that deep fine-tuning has improved performance compared to fine-tuning at shallow
layers. It is important to use fine-tuned networks when the training set size is reduced [67].
In [68], Tajbakhshba et al. emphasized that fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN in a layer-wise
manner leads to incremental performance improvement, compared to the resultant classification
performance by training a separate pattern classifier with the features extracted from the fully
connected layers of a pre-trained CNN and then trained. The approach also differs from [68]–[70]
wherein the entire pre-trained CNN underwent fine-tuning. As can be seen from the above
discussion, both strategies have been widely used. The advantage of the former is that it does not
need to train all deep networks, and it is convenient to insert the extracted features into the
existing medical image analysis process, but which strategy is the best may not yet be
determined with certainty.

2.4 Weakly supervised learning of medical images
In addition to using transfer learning, another strategy is weakly supervised learning, which
effectively combines the advantages of unsupervised pre-training and supervised learning.
Unlabeled data can be also utilized, and to extract the general features of images in an
unsupervised manner. Then the extracted features are used as the initial value of the supervised
learning network, and the classifier is trained using labeled data. For example, Kallenberg et al.
uses convolutional sparse auto-encoder (CSAE) for breast density segmentation and breast risk
assessment [71]. The main difference between CSAE and classic CNN is that the CSAE
convolutional layer is pre-trained layer by layer in an unsupervised manner of SAE [72].
In the case where it is very expensive to obtain target annotation data, the combination of
multiple instance learning (MIL) and deep learning is also a feasible alternative. For example,
Xu et al. suggest the MIL framework can be used for both supervised and unsupervised feature
learning, the results show that the performance of the MIL framework can even be better than
extracting features manually, and the results can be as good as when implementing a fully
supervised methodology [73]. It is now even speculated that labeling results of medical images
not by medical experts but by computer scientists might be of sufficient quality so as to be used
in lieu of trained medical personnel [74]. Albarqouni et al. even speculated that non-professional
crowd-sourcing service platforms could also be used to complete the annotation work that would
be used to train an AI diagnostic platform [75].
A current issue of concern is that deep neural networks are vulnerable to errors associated with
adversarial examples. Essentially, although carefully chosen inputs are used to train the network,
the network may change its output without a visible change to a human due to hidden states [76].
The rising popularity of using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) has thus revealed a new
challenge for classification of Adversarial Images. Adversarial images are in a nutshell images

whose class category looks obvious to a human, but are associated with massive classification
failures when analysed using a deep learning network.
Conditional Generative Adversarial Network (cGAN) [77] is a type of GAN that involves the

conditional identification of imaged tumours via learning the statistical invariant features (texture,
color etc.) of input images and enable the segmentation of the imaged tumour region. The
generator network learns the mapping from the input of tumour images, to produce a segmented
image. The discriminator (i.e, adversarial term) learns a loss function to identify and learn
through training this mapping by comparing the ground-truth and the predicted output. Finally,
an optimized loss function combines a conventional binary cross-entropy loss with an adversarial
term to encourage the generator, in order to produce an output that cannot be distinguished from
the ground-truth ones [78,79].
Singh et al [77] was first to use the cGAN method to segment a breast tumor within a region of
interest (ROI) in a mammogram. The generative network learned to recognize the tumor area and
to create the binary mask that outlined it. In turn, the adversarial network learned to distinguish
between real (ground truth) and synthetic segmentations, thus enforcing the generative network
to create binary masks as realistic as possible. The cGAN works well even when the number of
training samples are limited. In their work, a multi-class CNN architecture is implemented to
predict the four breast tumor shapes (i.e., irregular, lobular, oval and round) using the binary
mask segmented via cGAN output, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: General framework of breast tumor segmentation and shape classification [77]. Stage 1: the tumor
area has learned to distinguish between real (ground truth) and synthetic segmentations. The goal is to achieve
binary mask via cGAN network with preprocessing and postprocessing to be involved. Stage II: multi-class
CNN architecture is implemented to predict the four breast tumor shapes (i.e., irregular, lobular, oval and
round) using the binary mask segmented via cGAN output.

B. Fusion analysis between genomic data and imaging data
Once features from the two types of data (genomic/transcriptomic and imaging) are identified, it
is necessary to further combine these features. Statistical-based genetic variation and image
association analysis, including univariate and multivariate fusion analysis may be performed.
The univariate fusion analysis only considers the degree of association between a single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) locus and a specific image phenotype, using simple tests such
as the Pearson chi-square test. Testing and linear regression are used in the fusion analysis of
qualitative phenotype and genetic data. For example, Gauderman et al. [80] introduced a
principal components (PC) regression framework to assess whether a candidate region,
represented by multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms, is associated with disease.
Li et al [81] investigated the ability of computer-extracted breast MR imaging phenotypes to
detect or predict the risk of breast cancer recurrence using clinically available multigene assays
(MammaPrint, OncotypeDX, PAM50/Prosigna). Multiple linear regression analyses indicated
that several imaging phenotypes were individually associated with recurrence scores; tumors
with a high risk of recurrence were shown to be larger with more heterogeneous enhancement.
Figure 3 shows a correlation heat map based on univariate linear regression analysis between
each individual MR imaging phenotype and the MammaPrint, OncotypeDX, PAM50 ROR-S,
and PAM50 ROR-P recurrence scores. Some imaging phenotypes correlated across the risk
estimate models, whereas others did not.

Figure 3. Correlation heat map based on univariate linear regression analysis between each individual MR
imaging phenotype and the recurrence predictor models of MammoPrint, Oncotype DX, PAM50 ROR-S, and
PAM50 ROR-P. In this color scale, yellow indicates higher correlation compared with blue, and the different
gene assays served as the reference standard in this study. Some phenotype correlations (i.e. depicted with
similar color on the above color scale) cross the risk estimate models, while others did not. [81]

A 2012 study by Yamamoto et al [2, 82] was pivotal in setting the stage for radiogenomics in
breast cancer, which analyzes the correlation between quantitative image features and RNA
motifs, thus showcasing the potential of this approach for the early diagnosis of non-invasive
tumors. Their research results show that imaging features have significant prognostic value and
can be correlated to gene expression patterns. As a result, it is possible to establish
radiogenomics tags by fusing imaging, genetic and pathological features, revealing the
prognostic connection between imaging and patients.
Evaluating the effect of disease treatment is also an important clinical application of
rediogenomics. Malignant tumors are highly heterogeneous. It is not uncommon that cancers
with the same histological type, pathological stage, and molecular type may not necessarily have
the same response to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. There is currently no recognized clinical
index that can effectively predict the efficacy of cancer radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Tumor
phenotype and gene expression normally determine the tumors response to radiotherapy and
chemotherapy. Therefore, radiogenomics methods can be used to integrate cancer clinical
staging, molecular typing, and biological factors to evaluate tumor response and efficacy.
Although there is still no sufficient number of studies at present, radiogenomics, as a
noninvasive, quantifiable, and reproducible method, is bound to become a trend in clinical
application of disease evaluation in the near future.
Figure 4 shows the overall framework of radio-genomics research and its application to medical
imaging, extracting genotypic features from biomics data (including genome, transcriptomics,
and epinomics, etc.). Quantitative image phenotypic features that can reflect the individual's
health status can be extracted from the morphological image data (e.g., CT, MRI, PET, etc.). The
association and fusion analysis of genotypic features and quantitative phenotypic features are
completed through statistics or machine learning methods. The final goal is to better realize the
non-invasive diagnosis, prognosis prediction and efficacy evaluation of the disease.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of study and application of radiomics data fused with genomics information. The
association and fusion analysis of genotypic features and quantitative phenotypic features are completed
through statistics or machine learning methods. They enable the realization of the non-invasive diagnosis,
prognosis prediction and efficacy evaluation of the disease.

Table 1 lists the recent researches including case studied, data modality, cohort size,
methodology, along with extracted features and resultant performance. This aims at a reference
for reader to differentiate between methodologies and performance, while they are aware of the
types of available data.

Table 1 Recent researches in terms of case study, data modality, cohort size, methodology, along with the
features and resultant performance.
Research
group

Particular case

Modality

Cohort size

Method

Features

Predictive performance

D'Amico et
al. [12]

Identification
between benign
and malignant
lesions of breast

DCE-MRI
Scan

12
malignant33
and benign

The k-nearest
neighbour
classifier
based on 35

Texture Analysis
(200 radiomic
features were

Sensitivity:100%
Specificity:90%
Accuracy: 94%

tissue

Fusco et al.
[13]

lesions.

selected
features

extracted)

26 malignant
and 22
benign
lesions.

Decision tree;

Morphological and
dynamic features of
breast lesions

Accuracy: 91.7%

Support
vector
machine;
Leave-one-out
crossvalidation
(LOOCV)

Clinical
pathological
characteristics
with extracted
radiomics
characteristics

Accuracy for each
subtype:

Differential
diagnosis
between benign
and malignant
breast lesions

DCE-MRI
Scan

Distinguishing
between different
invasive ductal
carcinoma (IDC)
subtypes

Magnetic
resonance
(MR)
images

178 breast
cancer
patients

Fan et al.
[20]

Identification of
four molecular
subtypes:
luminal A,
luminal B,
(HER2)-overexpressing,
basal-like.

DCE-MRI

60 breast
cancer
patients

Evolutionary
algorithm for
feature
selection;
multi-class
logistic
regression
classifier for
training
datasets

90 features : 88
imaging features
(morphology,
texture, dynamic
features) and 2
clinical
information-based
parameters (age
and menopausal
status)

The luminal A, luminal
B, HER2 and basal-like
subtypes are with AUC
values of 0.867, 0.786,
0.888 and 0.923,
respectively.

Jiang et al.
2014 [36]

Analyze the
pathways of
differential gene
expression

Next
generation
sequencing
(NGS) data

13 pig
individuals

Gene
Ontology
(GO) term
enrichment
analysis

Read depth (RD)
method in wholegenome shotgun
sequence detection
(WSSD)

The agreement rate,
detection power and the
positive prediction rate
for the RD validation
are 74.9%, 71.2% and
95.1%, respectively.

Ogata et al.
1999 [37]

A knowledge
base for
systematic
analysis of gene
functions, linking
genomic
information with
higher order
functional
information.

GENES
database;
PATHWA
Y
database;L
IGAND
database

29 species;
and 24
completely
sequenced
genomes—
totals ~110
000 entries,

Kyoto
Encyclopedia
of Genes and
Genomes
(KEGG)
enrichment
analysis

Genome maps and
manipulating
expression maps,
as well as gene
sequence
comparison, graph
comparison and
path computation.

N/A

Bakhtiarizad
eh et al.
2018 [38]

To test whether
the topology or
connectivity
pattern of the
modules was
preserved in
MMES and/or
MSES.

Publicly
available
microarray
data

N/A

Weighted
gene coexpression
network
analysis

Topology or
connectivity
pattern of the
modules for
minimal/mild
endometriosis
(MMES),
mild/severe
endometriosis

Identified sixteen coexpression modules

Sutton et al.
[14]

Bayesian
classifier

Sensitivity:92.3%,
Specificity: 90.9%

89.2% (ERPR+)
63.6% (ERPR-HER2+)
82.5% (TN)

(MSES)
Lopez et al.
[42]

Identify potential
relationship
between the
clusters in the
context of known
biological
knowledge.

Genomic
dataset

191 multiple
sclerosis
patients

Clustering,
plus statistical
test, for a
gene pathway
analysis

High degree
of linkage
disequilibrium
between single
nucleotide
polymorphisms

Average Rand index of
0.969 at an alpha level
of 0.05

Yin et al.
2017 [44]

Threedimensional
voxel
reconstruction
from a series of
temporal images

Breast
DCE-MRI

7 categories
of lesions to
be
reconstructe
d at 6 time
frames

Tensor
algebra+Princ
ipal
component
analysis+fuzz
y C-means

Spacial and
temporal associated
features

Reconstructed tumours
segmentation with
clear and continuous
boundaries; + improved
voxel clustering in
tumour regions of
interest

ZavalaRomero et
al. 2018 [46]

Segmentation for
breast cancer
lesions in DCEMRI images

Breast
DCE-MRI

32 breast
DCE-MRI
cases

Active
contour
without edges
via parallel
programming
with GPU

Speedup, with
comparison with
non-GPU based
approaches.

A high speedup (40 or
more) is obtained for
high resolution images,
providing real-time
outputs.

Chowdhary
et al. 2020
[47]

Efficient
segmentation
system

The
Mammogr
aphic Imag
e Analysis
Society
(MIAS)

320 digital
mammogram
images

Intuitionistic
possibilistic
fuzzy c-mean
(IPFCM)
clustering

Texture, shape,
margin, and
intensity; mean,
standard deviation,
smoothness,
skewness,
uniformity,
entropy, and
kurtosis.

Average segmentation
accuracy for MIAS
images with different
noise level 5%, 7% and
9% of IPFCM is
91.25%, 87.50% and
85.30% accordingly.

Zhu et al.
2019 [54]

Diagnosis of
ductal carcinoma
in situ (DCIS)

Breast
DCE-MRI

131 patients
with DCIS

SegNet and
U-Net for
transfer
learning

GoogleNet model
pre-trained on
ImageNet as the
feature extractor

Highest AUC obtained
was 0.68 (95% CI:
0.57-0.77)

Jiao et al.
2020 [55]

Breast
segmentation and
mass detection

Breast
DCE-MRI

75 patients

U-Net++;
Faster region
growth with
convolutional
neural
network

Deep learning
based feature
learning

Dice, Jaccard
coefficients,
segmentation sensitivity
were 0.951, 0.908, and
0.948, respectively.

Al-antari et
al. 2018 [57]

Detect and
segment breast
mass

Mammogr
amsINbreast
database

115 cases
(410
images)

Deep model
based
YOLO +full
resolution
convolutional
network

Deep learning
based feature
learning

Mass detection
accuracy of 98.96%,
Matthews correlation
coefficient (MCC) of
97.62%, and F1-score
of 99.24%

Ginneken et
al. 2015 [60]

Nodule detection

Computed
tomograph
-y LIDC
data set.

865 scans;
37,262
candidate
locations

Off-the-shelf
CNNs; linear
SVM

4096 features from
the penultimate
layer of OverFeat

The maximally
achievable sensitivity is
78%.

Bhooshan et
al. 2010 [62]

Discriminating
between
malignant and
benign lesions;
yielding MR
imaging based
prognostic
markers

DCE-MR
images

132 benign,
71 ductal
carcinoma in
situ (DCIS),
150 invasive
ductal
carcinoma
(IDC)
lesions

Stepwise
linear
discriminant
analysis ;
Bayesian
neural
networks

Morphologic and
kinetic features
were extracted

Classification between
DCIS and IDC with
AUC of 0.83 0.03
(standard error). AUCs
were 0.85 0.02 for
separation between
IDC and benign lesions;
and 0.79 0.03 for
DCIS and benign
lesions

Tajbakhshba
et al. 2016
[68]

Medical image
classification,
detection, and
segmentation;
investigating the
performance of
deep CNNs to be
trained from
scratch

Radiology,
cardiology,
and
gastroenter
-ology

40
colonoscopy
videos;
Training:
3,800/
15,100
frames with
and without
polyps; Test:
5,700/
13,200
frames with
& without
polyps

Knowledge
transfer based
CNN
network; pretrained deep
CNNs with
sufficient
fine-tuning

Training with the
use of 1.2 million
images labeled
with 1000 semantic
classes.

Fine-tuning process led
to a significant decrease
in segmentation error
(p<.0001); Reduced
localization error is
significantly lower
(p<.0001) than that of
handcrafted approach
with feature of shape,
color, texture; where p
labels important
association via
statistical tests.

Kallenberg
et al. 2016
[71]

Unsupervised
feature learning
method;
Breast density
segmentation &
scoring of
mammographic
texture

Mammogr
aphy:
Dutch
Breast
Cancer
Screening
Dataset

Averaged
posteriors of
500 patches
randomly
sampled
from breast
area

A novel
sparsity
regularizer is
used to learn a
feature
hierarchy
from
unlabeled
data.

Deep CNN features
of multiscale
image patches.
Percent density
(PMD) is computed
for evaluation.

A very strong positive
relationship with the
manual Cumulus scores
(R=0.85) with an AUC
of 0.59

Xu et al.
2014 [73]

Weakly
supervised
method for
colon cancer
classification and
to outline cancer
regions

High
resolution
histopathol
ogy images

Histopatholo
gy images of
132 patients
with
obtained
9801 patches
as instances
in an image

Multiple insta
nce learning
(MIL)

Scale-invariant
feature transform
(SIFT), Local
Binary Pattern
(LBP), L×a×b
color histogram as
manual features;
last hidden layer in
deep learning as
fully supervised
features; Single
layer network of
centroids from K-

Accuracy of
unsupervised feature
learning (93.56%), the
MIL framework with
coarse label (96.30%)

means clustering as
unsupervised
features
Singh et al.
2020 [77]

Segment breast
tumor within a
region of interest
(ROI)

Digital
Database
for
Screening
Mammography
(DDSM)+
INbreast
dataset

106 breast
tumor
images from
INbreast
dataset;
1,168 cases
of breast
tumors from
DDSM

Conditional
Generative
Adversarial
Network
(cGAN)

Classify generated
masks into four
tumor shapes:
irregular, lobular,
oval and round

A high Dice coefficient
and Intersection over
Union (IoU) of 94%
and 87%, respectively,
with an overall
accuracy of 80%

Gauderman
et al. 2007
[80]

Analyze
association
between
respiratory
symptoms in
children and four
SNPs in the
Glutathione-STransferase P1
locus

Data from
the
Children's
Health
Study.

More than
12,000
school
children
living in
southern
California
are involved

Principal
components
(PCs) analysis
to compute
combinations
of SNPs and
capture
linkagedisequilibrium
information

Respiratory
symptoms in
children and four
single nucleotide
polymorphism
(SNPs) in the
Glutathione-STransferase P1
locus.

Stronger evidence of an
association using the
PC approach (p= 0.044)
than either genotype
based (p=0.13) or
haplotype-based
(p = 0.052) approach,
where p labels
important association
via statistical tests.

Li et al. 2016
[81]

To investigate
relationships
between breast
MRI phenotypes
with multigene
assays of
MammaPrint,
Oncotype DX,
and PAM50

MR
Imaging
radiomics

84 breast
MRI scans,
along with
clinical,
histopatholo
gic, and
genomic
data.

Multiple
linear
regression
and receiver
operating
characteristic
analysis for
the predictive
ability of MRI
radiomics

MRI radiomics
feature: tumor
phenotypes of size,
shape, margin
morphology,
enhancement
texture, and kinetic
assessment

Significant associations
(R2 [ 0.25, 0.32], r
[0.5, 0.56], P<.0001)
between radiomics
signatures and
multigene assay
recurrence scores

Yamamoto
et al. 2012
[ 82]

A preliminary
radiogenomic
association map
linking MR
image
phenotypes to
underlying
global gene
expression
patterns in breast
cancer

Breast
MRI+gene
sets
selected
from the
GSEA
database

333 gene
sets related
to breast
cancer
against 10
patients with
MRI

Radiogenomic
analysis:
Bioinformatic
s analysis
Gene set
enrichment
analysis

Tumor
transcriptome
profiles using
Affymetrix
GeneChip Human
Genome U133 Plus
2.0 (54675 probes);
A set of binary
imaging traits was
defined as a priori
using radiogenomic
AMP assay
(ImageneDx)

21 imaging traits
globally correlated (p <
0.05), with 71% of the
total genes measured.
12 imaging traits
significantly correlated
(false discovery rate <
0.25) with gene sets of
breast cancer and 11
traits correlated (false
discovery rate < 0.25)
to prognostic gene sets

IV. Discussion: Opportunities and challenges
As we further explore multi-dimensional analysis in relation to radiogenomics, it is important to
discuss the benefits and challenges that come to light. The goal of this discussion is to share the
data analytics opinions and perspectives relating to the new opportunities and challenges brought
forth by MRI radiogenomics [83-86].

A. Establishment of a vectorized model for multi-scale and multi-dimensional space-time
consistency analysis based on geometric algebra
DCE-MRIs have typical spatio-temporal characteristics and existing models are inadequate to
effectively interpret the complex relationship of multi-layer spatio-temporal data. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop spatio-temporal consistent analysis models that can analyze the temporal and
spatial dimensions to better correlate the image characteristics across various dimensions.
1. Time-space unified deep learning
The analysis of breast MRIs requires a four-dimensional dynamic spatial image analysis
processing platform. Developing deep learning models with un-structural output is the focus of
current high-dimensional medical image processing and analysis. Based on geometric algebra,
Yin et al 2017 proposed a framework for deep learning of high-dimensional medical images. By
decomposing high-dimensional images into simple geometric elements such as points, lines,
areas, and volumes, and combining geometric algebra to analyze the characteristics of
multidimensional consistency of spatiotemporal data, a multi-dimensional, multi-scale deep
learning classification system can be designed [87-89]. As discussed in [90], a scalar product can
be conveniently extended to Clifford or geometric product to account for errors due to a patient’s
movement, to extract non-linear features from images, or to account for observed scaling
changes across the dimensions of a tumour, as illustrated in Figure 5. Time domain terahertz
spectroscopy and MRI which are complementary sensing modalities may be used as part of a
diagnostics protocol and in that case time-space unified deep learning schemes that combines all
these heterogeneous datasets needs to be adopted. This becomes feasible through the application
of algorithms that use geometrid products to combine multiple features.

Figure 5. Geometric neuron based on the McCulloch-Pitts neuron for MRI and THz-pulse imaging datasets
based on the generic framework discussed in Ref. [85]. The symbol sp denotes scalar product; { }, i=1,2,...,n
label orthonormal basis vectors; and gp denotes geometric product.

2. Deep learning Laplacian pyramid networks for multi-scale dense residual U-Net
There are recently developed methods exploiting lateral connections between low-level feature
maps across resolutions and semantic levels, including U-Net [91] and SharpMask [92] for
segmentation. In addition, recombinator networks [93] have been developed for face detection,
and Stacked Hourglass networks [94] have been proposed for improved key-point estimation.
Ghiasi et al. [95], discussed a Laplacian pyramid image feature representation for fully
convolutional networks (FCNs) to progressively refine segmentation. Lin et al. proposed feature
pyramids that are viewed as a basic component in recognition systems for detecting objects at
different scales. A Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) with lateral connections has been developed
for building high-level semantic feature maps at all scales and has been shown to achieve
significant improvement as a generic feature extractor in several applications [96]. Such
developments may be adopted to integrate image features at different spatial dimensions so as to
improve the generalization ability of deep learning algorithms.
Since DCE-MRIs are composed of multi-dimensional geometric images with different structures,
in order to obtain multi-dimensional deep learning in a consistent manner, the convolutional
layer needs to be processed through multiple kernels according to the characteristic features of
the data at different dimensions. Multi-scale dimensionality reduction e.g. through a fractal
dimension can be used as a universal parameter to improve on the deep learning ability of the
model. A possible way of achieving this is through the combined use of a residual network and a
dense convolutional network implementing a pyramid structured multi-scale dense residual UNet as the backbone of the network.
Implementation of the above network is possible by integrating the pyramid convolution kernel
into the multi-scale dense residual block of the following structure (Figure 6), and gradually
reduce the depth of the convolution kernel as the convolution layer increases. Each set of inputs
is an all-scale feature, and each group of output features is associated with different scales. The
proposed structure can automatically extract the features of the image at each scale, and the use
of 1*1 convolution effectively reduces the overall dimension.

Figure 6. A pyramid structured multi-scale densely connected U-Net. The signs Conv N×N (N=1,3,5)
represent the N × N convolutional layer at the nth layer.

The pyramid multi-scale residual block in Figure 6, is composed of three convolution kernels of
different sizes (1, 3, and 5), which realize the transfer and utilization of image features between
different scales through an information exchange mechanism, and at the same time redundant
feature filtering are performed. The operation can be expressed as
L22  C55 C33 C11 (L1) ，
1

1

1

M 22  C55 C33 C11 (L1) ，
1

1

1

2
2
L33  C33 (C11 ([ L21 , M 23])) ，

L35  C55 (C11 ([M 22，
L23])) ，
2

2

L  C131 ([L32，
L33 , L34，
L35]) .
n

n

Where C 55 represents the 5 × 5 convolutional layer at the nth layer, C 33 represents the 3 × 3
n
convolutional layer of the nth layer, and C11 represents the 1 × 1 convolutional layer of the nth
layer, and [∗ , …,∗ ] represents the concatenation process. At the same time, local residual
learning is used to improve the information flow across image features. The output L n of the nth

multi-scale dense residual block can be expressed as L n  L n 1  L . The details of the pyramidal
CNN operation are omitted here to maintain brevity but can be found in [97].

B. Intelligent diagnosis through attention based bidirectional recurrent neural networks
Currently, as the use of deep learning is relatively new in the field of radiogenomics analysis, a
large number of manually labeled data is used. This is resource intensive and impractical.
Many current cancer image databases are used as source databases, but the cancer image sets
have many similar or related features, and the labeled data size is much larger than the target
data set. Thus, many studies have adopted related knowledge cross-domain transfer learning
technology to identify tumor image types. At the same time, in order to effectively combine the
unstructured features of radiomics in terms of traditional breast tissue MRIs with structured
vectors of genomics, and to achieve automatic and accurate prediction of the efficacy of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, we propose the use of a deep convolution learning network to
perform the non-linear mapping. The feature vector output from the unstructured image based
Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) can be analyzed and resampled. It is then
combined with attention-based recurrent deep learning and machine learning, to design a
prediction system for the efficacy of neoadjuvant chemotherapy on the basis of radiogenomics
analysis. Several strategies may be adopted towards the above.

(i) A framework of generative adversarial learning
The imbalance of dimensionality of multi-dimensional image data makes the training and
learning of a learning model very difficult. Each dimension of the tissue imaged has a special
semantic correlation, and the image resolution in a single imaging plane is sufficiently high to
provide a large amount of annotation information. Therefore, through the semantic association
mapping between existing multi-dimensional data, the GAN module may be embedded between
unbalanced dimensional images to generate nodes with missing dimensions, and at the same time,
the semantic knowledge and labeling information of different dimensions may be subjected to
the same-heterogeneous analogy transfer learning. Yin et al. discussed the use of GAN methods
in the context of medical image analysis, tumour detection and classification in [98].
(ii) Attention aggregation network for the combined analysis of breast radiogenomics data
Dynamic MRI imaging of the same type of tumor imaging nodes may share some common
characteristics in terms of image features, whereas characteristics associated with gene
expression are usually more robust. The analysis and aggregation of the relationship between
heterogeneous nodes directly determines the strength of the model's representation ability. The
attention mechanism can effectively aggregate potential associated nodes, but the number of

nodes at different levels is usually large and the attributes of each node are different. Therefore,
by combining the doctor’s diagnostic cognitive experience with the tumor growth observed in
the imaging system and the mutation mechanism in genes, different types of features may be
identified. The diversified self-attention mechanism that can focus on both the local and the
global scale is the key to the aggregation of nodes, and can assist in forming an effective imagegene representation model.
(a) Design of fusion mechanism of imaging genomics features incorporating an AuGRU model
The effective embedding of radiomics and genomics information is the key to establish a
spatiotemporally consistent radiogenomics model. The dynamic aspect of multi-dimensional
breast imaging contains also time series information, which needs to be incorporated in the deep
learning model. The design of a gated loop unit with memory is therefore essential for fusing
radiomics and genomics information.
The lightweight bi-directional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU) mode provides a two-way
activation embedding method, [99] which was firstly introduced in 2014. It consists of an update
gate and a reset gate. The update gate is responsible of how much the previous memory is
preserved and establishes a forgetting factor parameter that is incorporated in the learning
process of the network. The reset gate is responsible for combining a new input with the previous
one. The Bi-GRU mode has been used by Shen et al. to extract feature information from DNA
sequences. The work enabled the prediction of transcription factor binding sites with improved
performance by using the extracted feature information [100]. The application of Bi-GRU
networks not only improves the compatibility of variable length input DNA sequences, but also
is able to capture complex context information from the input sequence, to achieve better
prediction performance than other baseline methods.
Through the study of the GRU with an attentional update gate (AuGRU) model, the final goal is
to achieve NAC prediction via the fusion between genomic sequence features, radiomics
diagnosis, and molecular subtyping. We aim to design a bidirectional threshold recurrent neural
network (BiGRU-RNN) model optimising its memory and attention mechanism, with a focus on
tissue-level radiomics features input and molecular subtyping feature vectors, and integrate these
with a context interaction mechanism that encodes tumor related feature vectors of genomics.
This will enable the establishment of a joint representation model of radiomics and genomics
data.
(b) Attention-based BiGRU-RNN analysis for NAC efficacy prediction
In order to design a deep learning network of rediogenomics for neoadjuvant chemotherapy, we
propose to process simultaneously traditional breast magnetic resonance parameters and
radiomics tags, and at the same time, combine the genome learned from the sequencing results
after analyzing gene expression variation. Using the memory properties of the bidirectional
threshold recurrent unit neural network (BiGRU-RNN), the diagnostic value of the convolution
feature weight vector and the molecular subtyping-related feature vector obtained by DCNN will

be filtered through the attention mechanism. The aim is to generate an association vector with
attention in the recurrent neural network. At the same time, AuGRU can calculate the similarity
matrix of its genome sequence for individualized cases, thus effectively integrating and
classifying medical image diagnosis features, molecular subtyping, and genomics features
simultaneously. This finally results in a more accurate prediction of the efficacy of neoadjuvant
chemotherapy.
A possible algorithm of attention based Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-Recurrent
Neural Network (BiGRU-RNN) model may be composed of the following sub-routines:
I. Firstly, a resampled feature vector of radiogenomics data is processed by a deep convolutional
network and the resultant parameters as the input to the attention based BiGRU-RNN mode
{w1...wn}.
II. Secondly, after the left (GRU+) and right hidden layer (GRU-) output from the input feature
weigh vectors are calculated, the hidden layer vector { h1 hn } is evaluated.
III. According to the attention mechanism, calculate the output vector uw and uat related to the
hidden layer vector h1 hn and the radiomics feature vector Vat through the multi-layer
perceptual network, 𝑈𝑤 = tan(𝑤𝑤 ℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑤 ); 𝑈𝑎𝑡 = tan(𝑉𝑎𝑡 ℎ𝑡 + 𝑏𝑤 ), and thus generate the
exp(u wT uat )
attention weight vector  
 exp(uwT uat )
IV. The similarity matrix  contains the similarity between the genomics vector ug and the
output attention weight vector :
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V. According to the hidden layer vector h1,..., hn and AuGRU weight vector  , the fusion of
radiogenomic feature vectors can be expressed as s    t ht
t

VI. The softmax function predicts the degree of the improved cancer treatment, after the patient
undergoes neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
VII. Finally, resultant experiments are compared and verified with the pathological results.

The schematic diagram that summarizes the proposed attention-based BiGRU-RNN network
model is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of BiGRU-RNN network model based attention. Symbols {w1,...,wn} are input
parameters in relation to MRI radiomics, the output vectors Uw and Uat regard the hidden layer vector {h1,...,hn}
and the radiomics feature vector Vat through the multi-layer perceptual network. Similarity matrix
 contains the similarities between the genomics vector ug and the output attention weight vector : the final
output of rediogenomics feature vector is achieved according to the hidden layer vector {h1,...,hn} and AuGRU
weight vector  . Radiogenomic feature fusion is conduced as an AuGRU cell.

V. Conclusions
The association of genotypic and phenotypic features is at the core of the emergent field of
Precision Medicine. It makes use of advances in biomedical big data analysis, which enables the
correlation between disease-associated phenotypic characteristics, genetics polymorphism and
gene activation to be revealed. Rediogenomics, a new burgeoning and interdisciplinary research
field, can be used to extract characteristic motifs of gene polymorphism or gene expression from
genomic datasets by integrating these with characteristic phenotypic features from different
biomedical imaging modalities. Such approach makes better use of identified image features and
enables the extraction of additional features from gene-image correlations that contain additional
diagnostic potential. Correlations with clinical information from metabolomics may also be
incorporated in the above framework. This paper principally expounded the main methods

currently adopted in the field of rediogenomics including genome data analysis, image data
analysis and genome-image data fusion, with an emphasis on small size medical image analysis.
The challenging task of realizing a combined analysis of non-structral multi-dimensional
medical images and structural genomics data was considered. The proposed radiogenomics
analysis aims at utilizing the rich in features spatiotemporal heterogeneity of imaged cancerous
tissue, while offering new exosome based genomics based diagnosis and obviating the need for
invasive biopsies that can also spread cancers in the patient’s body. By combining genomic
information with emergent deep learning modalities, new types of correlations of diagnostic
value are possible. A more focused discussion of the cGAN method to segment a breast tumor,
and methods to perform fusion analysis between genomic data and imaging data from DCEMRIs was provided. In addition, taking into consideration of recent advances in deep learning,
the work proposed pyramid structured and multi-scale densely connected U-Nets and a
BiGRU-RNN network model based on attention to be used for automatically evaluating
treatments based on radiogenomics datasets. The discussed approaches have significant
potential for predicting outcomes of the efficacy of breast cancer NAC and can potentially
provide information on disease progression within a personalized medicine context.

Appendix
The following is a list of the abbreviations mentioned in this paper.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC)
Generative Adiversarial Networks (GAN)
bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU)
dynamically enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI)
pathological complete response (pCR)
Area under the curve (AUC)
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI)
Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
Gene Ontology (GO)
Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)

Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA)
Support vector machine (SVM)
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP)
True positive (TP)
False positive (FP)
False negative (FN)
True negative (TN)
Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN)
You-Only-Look-Once v2 (YOLOv2)
Full resolution Convolutional Network (FrCN)
Convolutional sparse auto-encoder (CSAE)
Multiple instance learning (MIL)
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
Principal components (PC)
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC)
Next generation sequencing (NGS)
Whole-genome shotgun sequence detection (WSSD)
Intuitionistic possibilistic fuzzy c-mean (IPFCM)
The Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS)
Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC)
Percent density (PMD)
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM)
Intersection over Union (IoU)
Bi-directional gated recurrent unit (Bi-GRU)

Attentional update gate (AuGRU)
Bidirectional threshold recurrent unit neural network (BiGRU-RNN)
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